LEADER’S MESSAGE
December 15, 2019
Dear Voters,
I humbly address you on behalf of the National Alliance party - a party that you have come
to know and trust as your genuine partner in our drive to guarantee the sustainable
development of St. Maarten. Today, I am grateful for your patience and understanding as
we approach yet another election – the third poll in three years.
Once again I am appealing to you and your love for country, to go out and VOTE and let
your voice be heard as we build a better St. Maarten. This is a crucial point in our history
and, as such, it is the time our discontent should not dissuade but, in fact, push us to the
polls in large numbers to finally elect the government we deserve.
We have proven to a resilient nation of people that despite the challenges faced along the
way, we have managed to build our beautiful island with the resources that we had access to. We remained devoted to rebuilding
our key infrastructural assets; marketing our product throughout the world; and expanding our tourism season, ultimately making us
a year-round hive of economic activity. Though it may not appear so to some as many within the business sector continue to
experience a slow turnover, this government is working diligently to develop initiatives that will simulate our economy and tourism
product.
Within just a few short weeks, after ensuring the terms and conditions were in the best interest of Sint Maarten, we accomplished
the signing of the airport agreements and got the ball rolling for the airport reconstruction to commenced. We are working diligently
in the interest of the Justice workers to recover the funds that were earmarked for them via the UTS sale and that were
misappropriated to cover another expense. It is a National Alliance mandated Government that this country needs to regain
sustainability and we are asking you the voters to choose NA at the polls on January 9th, 2019
With a National Alliance Government, we will be providing our people with proper housing, social welfare and development, effective
education, and a strong safety net that protects our seniors, and our natural and cultural heritage, further securing a prosperous and
well-prepared future for all.
To accomplish these expectations, we need your support for a full mandate. We need to win outright! Coalition governments have
not served us well in the past and our country deserves a stable government. Let us not allow the blatant disrespect of the opposition
that broke a working government to prevail and gain momentum. Let us be firm in our determination to right this wrong.
During our campaigning, we hear your cry, we will come to you, and we will listen; we will prioritize our plan to meet your needs. Our
prayer now is that you once again find it in your heart to cast your vote for the People-centric Country-focused party of visionary
leadership and a capable, trustworthy team of qualified persons to carry the National Alliance mission to serve your best interest.
On January 9th , 2019 you have a choice to make. You must decide the future of this country – our sweet St. Maarten land – our
livelihood, and the survival of our children and generations to come. I implore you to choose wisely – choose the Government with a
proven track record. Beyond that, our vision and plans clearly secure our position as the best Government to serve our Country.
Electorates, I present to you the Party Program 2020-2024 of the National Alliance.
Review our past performance and consider our plans for the next four years. Vote National Alliance.

Silveria Jacobs – Leader of the National Alliance
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INTRODUCTION
The National Alliance party remains driven by the commitment to serve the country and people of Sint Maarten. To that
end, all of its actions are both people-centric and country-driven. Time and again, National Alliance has represented the
people whether in Government or Parliament. The Party is amply proud of its time-honored record as the prodigious
champion of the ordinary citizens of Sint Maarten.
As it stands, the function of National Alliance is to ensure that the resources of Sint Maarten are harnessed and used
strictly for the improvement of the quality of life of its people and ultimately for the sustainment of the highest possible
standard of living that the country could afford.
The Party’s dedicated service is primarily to its chief stakeholders - the deserving people of Sint Maarten. National
Alliance is determined to first identify the needs and reasonable expectations of both the people and the Country of Sint
Maarten. Those very needs shall always take priority in any National Alliance Government’s agenda. To meet the current
urgent needs of our people, National Alliance conducted a listening tour over the past few weeks and heard the following
concerns, among others:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The instability of government has destroyed trust in the institution
The post Hurricane Irma recovery has been slow
The chronic lack of jobs has affected the pocketbooks of many citizens
The sluggish economy has, itself, adversely affected jobs
The shortage of good housing needs to be urgently addressed
The plight of senior citizens needs to be assessed and addressed
The high cost of living needs critical attention and remedy
The landfill is a perennial problem deserving concerted attention
The need for improvement to the healthcare system
The limited access to vocational educational opportunities

This Manifesto is a preliminary presentation of solutions to address the concerns indicated above as well as other
identified issues. Once the National Alliance Party has been re-elected to Government, the content of the Manifesto will
be reconsidered in greater detail and incorporated as much as possible into a new governing programme.
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VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND PRIORITIES
VISION
National Alliance has clear vision of a sweet Sint Maarten Land of vast opportunities for its people to experience maximum growth
and happiness in their personal and professional lives.

MISSION
To guarantee our stated vision, we must pursue a mission that empowers the people of Sint Maarten to realize their strengths and
abilities to change their circumstances and positively influence the development of their communities, Sint Maarten and the world.

VALUES
Therefore, as we seek to achieve our vision and mission, National Alliance shall continue to live out the example of a social democratic
party built on various Christian principles including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equality
Service
Kindness
Goodness
Care of others and
Love

PRIORITIES
Our efforts as a political party, and ultimately a Government, are devoted to achieving the holistic and sustainable development of
Sint Maarten by focusing the Country’s resources on achieving the following broad results:
•
•
•
•
•
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Fostering a progressive social environment and rich cultural legacy
Building an advanced Information and Communications Technology arena
Stimulating sustained economic prosperity
Protecting the Country’s ecosystems and physical infrastructure
Running an efficient and effective Government

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The National Alliance Government was hard at work while in office. As we have always done, we functioned in your
interest and we accomplished for your benefit. Here are the highlights of some of our accomplishment during our short
period in office:
1. As part of the recovery from the devastating Hurricane Irma, we lead a comprehensive island-wide cleanup
campaign in record time.
2. We created an “Irma” dumpsite to expedite the cleanup.
3. Essential services were put back online in short course: electricity, data, internet and water were quickly
recovered.
4. We reopened schools as soon as possible (October 2, 2017)
5. Things are not yet 100% back to normal but we were well on our way to rebuilding Sint Maarten when the
Government was assaulted and fell.
Our achievements were not restricted to the recovery efforts after Hurricane Irma - we accomplished significant results
before the storm hit:
6. Government was able to save millions after we undertook the long overdue transfer to the new Government
Administration Building.
7. National Alliance championed fiscal discipline in Government and presented three consecutive balanced budgets
- securing capital investments to further execute needed social projects and stimulate economic activity within
the community.
8. National Alliance infused funding into the system to save the University of St. Martin, signing an MOU for more
financial accountability, and protected educational opportunities for the community. This move also facilitated
the possibility of sustained structural increase pending finalization of the Law on Higher Education, which is
currently in advanced stages.
9. National Alliance was at work in Education:
a. Introducing ICT in all schools
b. Renovating Charles Leopold Bell Primary School
c. Subsidizing more after-school programs
d. Implementing policies that grant additional aid to students
e. Commencing the construction of two other school (Prins Willem Alexander School and Sint Maarten
Vocational Training School)
f. Initiating the process to establish a Law School in Sint Maarten
g. Promoting agriculture in our schools’ curriculum
h. Finalizing legislation for Study Financing and to finance education
i. Fast-tracking legislation to regulate Higher Education
j. Promoting Education on the Move (EOM) in the community
10. National Alliance boosted Youth Affairs and Cultural Heritage:
a. Upgraded Sports Facilities
b. Worked on policies, stakeholder’s meetings and projects to promote awareness of Cultural Heritage in
our quest to finalize policy and legislation that recognizes a national anthem and identifies a Sint
Maartener within our Constitution
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c. Secured funding of 2.1 million Guilders in budget for ongoing emergency repairs to schools, sports
facilities, and art/culture facilities
11. National Alliance requested and received hundreds of thousands of Euros in school, cultural and sports materials
to assist in the quick school recovery.
12. National Alliance collaborated with Red Cross NL and UNICEF to facilitate school feeding programs in all
elementary schools, and psychosocial support and materials for school staff and students.
13. National Alliance paved the following roads for substantial results in Infrastructure and Energy:
a. Tiger Road (public/private partnership)
b. Weymouth Hill Road (public/private partnership)
c. Naked Boy Hill Road
d. Backstreet, in collaboration with TEATT
e. W.J.A. Nisbeth Road
14. National Alliance was granted significant approvals by Council of Ministers:
a. Repairs to the railings
b. Repairs to several bridges
c. Roof repair program valued at 3 million guilders
d. Construction of Basketball courts
e. Waste to Energy Concession
i. Signed Waste to Energy MOU to facilitate reduction of our landfill while producing alternative
energy
ii. The Waste to Energy Purchase Power Agreement was submitted to GEBE
iii. Allocated Land for a Waste to Energy plant
15. The people were involved:
a. Various landowners have expressed a willingness to provide land for affordable housing
b. We painted the railing heading to Mount William Hill – a project sponsored by TelEm
c. The VROMI mobile app was launched to the community
d. We hired truck drivers to operate vehicles received from the Netherlands
e. In addition, we hired staff to clean parcel 13
f. We instituted changes in the managerial structure of the VROMI Ministry to achieve greater efficiencies
and effectiveness.
g. We brought the ministry closer to the people – enabling direct contact with the Cabinet via Friday walkins / direct telephone access
16. Additionally…
a. We solved the water issue at Tiger Road
b. We acquired new steel crushers to replace the old ones
c. We settled several critical court cases
d. We completed the Flag project
e. We implemented improvements at the landfill
f. We instituted fines against contractors not upholding agreements as related to waste management
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FOSTERING A PROGRESSIVE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND RICH CULTURAL
LEGACY
NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH EDUCATION
“Education is the most powerful weapon to change the world” – Nelson Mandela

1. Expand the Education Sub-sector
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Improve the curricula and educational materials to meet the changing needs of our Primary and Secondary
School learners
Provide opportunities and improve accessibility to Special Needs Education
Encourage and provide incentives for the Private Sector to invest in education
Implement entrepreneurship and agriculture curriculum in schools
Reinstate Transitional Classes
Subsidize Early Childhood Development Programs (3/4 years)
Continue to develop the education sub-sector sector by establishing another University and partnering with
other established colleges from Holland, Canada and the USA
Eradicate illiteracy by expanding literacy education at all levels of learning
Provide more courses locally to young people for the current job market

2. Implement Legislation and Policy for Education
●
●
●
●
●

Finalize Early Childhood Development (ECD) legislation and policy
Pass pending legislation e.g. National Ordinances Study Financing, Early Childhood Development and Tertiary
Education
Implement pending educational policy e.g. Behavior, Agriculture, Health, Wellness and Safety within the schools
Extension of School Hours and After-School program
Establish Service Level Agreements between USM and Government of Sint Maarten

3. Continue Renovation and Upgrading of Schools
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Finalize the renovation of the Education Care Center/ Charles Leopold Bell School
Construct additional classrooms for SMVTS, and renovate Milton Peters College and Sundial
Finalize the construction of the Prins Willem Alexander School
Continue the upgrading of Critical Electrical and Cabling at Public Schools
Establish high speed Internet access for all schools
Finalize installation of solar panels on school buildings and air conditioning in all classrooms
Maintenance of all educational facilities
Build a new secondary school

4. Reduce School Dropout in Education
●
●
●

Evaluate and execute social formation program (sociale vormingsplicht) to reduce number of dropouts
Set up special Summer School programs and other programs
Invest in programs for extra guidance with homework and tutoring sessions

5. Establish School-to-Work Programs
●
●
●

Conduct periodic research to predict the labor market and labor training needs
Maintain a database that links our business community with professionals and students living and/or studying
locally and abroad
Collaborate with the Labor department to improve the facilitation of employment for educated persons

6. Promote Life-long Learning Opportunities
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
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Provide programs such as mentorship, apprenticeship, budgeting, parenting and knowledge of the law for adults,
pre-graduates and professionals to enhance employability and skills, and stimulate entrepreneurship
Develop training programs that cultivate backyard gardens
Expand Tertiary Education Opportunities via USM and NIPA, and establish linguistic, culinary and other institutes
aimed at making Sint Maarten an EduHub for the Caribbean and beyond
Continue to develop the education industry by establishing another University and partnering with other
established colleges from Holland, Canada and the USA
Seek alternative methods for providing more scholarship for students
Increase Vacation Allowance from 6 to 8%
Advocate for financial assistance in Advance Education for teachers
Provide incentives for Teachers such as Sabbatical Leave

NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH CULTURE
“Culture is the arts, elevated to a set of beliefs.” – Thomas Wolfe
1. Increase and improve the Country’s Cultural Infrastructure
●
●
●

Construct a National Theater of the Creative and Performing Arts
Upgrade existing cultural and artistic facilities such as John Larmonie Cultural Center
Boost the usage of Festival Village

2. Raise Awareness of and Inspire Pride in our Culture and Natural Heritage
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Finalize the Cultural Policy and strengthen the Monument Policy
Complete the monument-labeling project
Document and promote tangible and intangible heritage
Facilitate the establishment of the National Museum and Archives
Implement an overall 10-year plan for The Decade of Revitalization of our Natural & Cultural Heritage
(DRN&CH)
Increase the promotion of Sint Maarten’s culture

NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH THE YOUTH
“Good habits formed at youth make all the difference.” – Aristotle
1. Enhance Youth Policy and Involvement
●
●
●
●

●

Update the Youth Policy
Reduce youth unemployment by executing the Youth Employment Program, and establishing a
Youth Employment Fund project
Promote Youth Entrepreneurship, Volunteerism and Ambassadorship programs
Continue to involve youth in the planning and execution of Youth, Sport, and Cultural Awareness campaigns
and programs such as #YesYouthCan, Education on the Move (EOM), Youth Empowering Conference, and
literacy campaigns
Maintain the empowerment of adolescent programs for teenagers with relevant agencies and organizations,
such as Girl Power and Real Talk

2. Execute Extracurricular Activities for the Youth
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Expand Afterschool Programs
Expand a pilot “Steel Pan” training program in schools
Improve the Healthy Lifestyle School Program
Encourage greater utilization of all Community Centers
Offer opportunities for academic tutoring, counseling and mentorship by qualified adults and youth
Create a think tank, involving youth, professionals and intellectuals, to address youth issues and create
innovative ways to promote positivity among our youth
Facilitate youth participation in international debates, workshops and conferences

3. Expand Collaboration with Other Ministries to Create Policy aimed at the Protection of Children and Youth
● Create policies to ensure the Rights of the Child in Nationality and Education
● Secure the Child’s Rights to protection from child and sexual abuse through the implementation of policies and
procedures to the benefit of the victims
● Create Public Awareness of Abuse against children and youth, promote the culture of intolerance to these acts,
and break the Code of Silence
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH SPORT
“Champions keep playing until they get it right.” – Billie Jean King

1. Execute the Sports Policy
●
●
●

Finalize the Sports Policy in cooperation with the National Sports Institute (NSI) and St. Maarten Sports
Federation
Promote Sports Tourism as a means of attracting major amateur and professional sports and recreation
tournaments, games and championships
Prepare a 10-year plan for the promotion of sports and recreation development in the interest of the general
health and fitness of the population and for the preparation of our athletes to reach to the highest possible level
of competition, locally, regionally and internationally

2. Upgrade Sport and Training Facilities
●
●
●

Maintain a high standard of all sport and training facilities
Establish an outdoor gym
Assess the needs within the communities for training facilities, and institute an aggressive plan of action to secure
training facilities in each district

3. Support Sports and Recreation Development
●
●
●
●
●
●

Promote school sports, community sports and recreation, and afterschool programs
Sponsor physical fitness, sport and health awareness programs for the public
Facilitate the collaboration of NSI with the Sports Federation and Sports Organizations to promotion of
competitive sports and training programs for coaches, trainers and officials
Implement a Code of Conduct for all coaches, trainers and individuals in position of guidance of our children and
youth to protect them
Prepare top athletes in multiple sports to represent Sint Maarten regionally and internationally
Help top local athletes to earn sports scholarships and grants, to further develop their talents and education

“Through sports we can develop our physical, mental and social aspects. Sport enhances our quality of life. By
facilitating our community to be involved in sports, we can create a society that is healthier and happier. We aim to
improve sports management by preparing a 10-year plan for sports and recreation development and by structuring
and facilitating the governing bodies in Sint Maarten to work in the benefit of all who practice sport, whether in school,
recreationally or competitively - locally or internationally. ”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH HEALTH CARE
“Good health and good sense are two of life’s greatest blessings.” – Pubilius Syrus

1. Deploy Legislation and Policies to Improve the Public Health Sub-sector Sector
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Implement policies to ensure mandatory medical coverage for all residents of
Sint Maarten (National Healthcare Plan)
Develop policies, laws and regulations in public health, and healthcare services in general to include vulnerable
groups, e.g. seniors, elderly, physically and mentally challenged, and the under-insured
Implement a comprehensive Healthcare quality program
Draft a national cancer plan
Develop a national Non-Communicable Disease (NCD) Prevention Plan
Create accountability policy for medical practitioners
Increase maternity leave from 12 to 16 weeks and implement a two-week paternity leave for all fathers to
participate fully in the bonding process of their newborn
Develop a standard of care policies to secure the medical coverage of all high care patients
Finalize the policy to regulate medical tourism
Draft policy obliging medical practitioners to stay up-to-date on latest procedures and research through
training, education and seminars
Develop a policy for planned parenthood/family planning, to manage reproductive and/or preventative
healthcare, sexual education and guidance to underprivileged communities on Sint Maarten
Create a sound financial management system in public health

2. Transition to a General Hospital
●
●
●

Build a General Hospital
Finalize the new tariff structure
Create the right environment and conditions to attract local medical professionals currently residing/working in
other countries back home

3. Stimulate Healthy Living and Wellbeing for all Residents
●
●
●
●
●

Build and promote good personal and public-health habits through public awareness programs, education,
prevention, protection and care
Promote society’s overall health to reduce and prevent high incidences of cancer, diabetes, hypertension and
other preventable diseases
Provide more access to safe Reproductive Health Services and Family Planning
Support the HIV & Aids Prevention Programs through the St. Maarten HIV/AIDS program management team
and the Aids Foundation
Partner with local Social Development organizations to assist in curing social ills and enhancing life experiences

4. Assure Accessible, Affordable and Sustainable Quality Health Care
●
●
●
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Implement programs that address nutritional, hygiene and health standards, conforming international
regulations, to meet the needs of the poor and vulnerable
Enhance operations of emergency medical response services
Automate and upgrade health care data collection, to proactively address healthcare needs in efficient and
effective manner

●
●
●

Invest in state of the art equipment catering to the highest risk patients of Sint Maarten and the surrounding
islands
Assist with reducing medical referrals by providing more services locally
Promote medical tourism initiatives which also increase services to the local population

5. Improve Mental Health Services and Facilities
●
●
●

Implement National Mental Health Plan for Sint Maarten
Expand Mental Health facilities
Increase funding for Mental Health Facilities, Drug Abuse Facilities and outpatient services

6. Support the upgrading of medical professionals and staff, and service delivery, through collaboration with
the American University of the Caribbean and other local and regional institutions
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH OUR HOUSING & COMMUNITIES
“Home is not a place, it’s a feeling.” – Anonymous

1. Review and Expand Public Housing
●
●
●
●
●

Review the housing vision and policy to meet the population's housing needs
Relocate emergency homes
Diversify the housing options
Purchase land for the realization of housing programs
Engage public/private partnerships in new housing projects

2. Homes for Low Income Earners, Seniors, and Persons with Special Needs
●
●
●

Realize an affordable housing program for seniors
Realize an affordable housing program for low income earners
Construct additional homes for persons with disabilities

3. Offer Citizens the Opportunity to Quality Housing
●
●
●

Provide opportunities for middle income earners to rent or own their homes
Construct homes for middle income earners and young professionals
Construct 2-3 bedroom rental apartments in Upper Princes Quarter and other locations

4. Develop Neighborhoods
●
●
●
●

Construct community centers in various districts
Secure land for infrastructural development in various communities
Allocate land for community gardens and exploitation of agriculture
Build outdoor gyms and playgrounds in each housing development project

5. Promote Public/Private Partnerships to Upgrading Communities
●
●
●
●
●

Lead the repairs of roof repairs and damages to most affected houses in collaboration with the WAYC and Red
Cross
Position St. Maarten Housing Development Foundation to enable occupants to buy the houses they rent for
better neighborhood maintenance
Stimulate balanced communities
Upgrade living conditions of the less fortunate, low income earners, seniors and persons with special needs
Partner with property owners to develop their land for more housing which would provide income and increase
the value of their land

“Housing is a basic need. From the young professional to the business owner; the newlyweds or senior citizens; a
person with special needs and the middle-income earner: we all have the right to proper and affordable housing.
Providing housing requires land transfers and proper infrastructure for the sustainable development of the
communities. St. Maarten Housing Development Foundation and public/private partnerships play an important role
in the realization of affordable housing projects and the communities within.”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH CARING FOR THE ELDERLY & VULNERABLE
“To care for those who once cared for us is one of the highest honors .” –Tia Walker

1. Senior Citizen and Elderly Care
●
●
●
●
●

Establish a Council for the elderly
Establish recreational centers for the elderly in various districts
Collaborate with stakeholders for elderly protection and care
Promote awareness of existing elderly programs
Research and propose food, amenity and transportation discounts

2. Improve Quality of Foster Care Facilities
3. Ensure Sustainable Living
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Implement legislation and policies in the Social Development sector
Increase pension benefits, generally
Increase Old Age Pensions for the elderly
Conduct a study to determine a livable wage
Work to increase disposable incomes for the low-income earners
Procure housing for low income earners, seniors and persons with special needs
Simplify procedures to improve responsiveness to the needy in society
Stimulate training and support for the low- income earners
Evaluate and, if needed, expand the products included in the Basket of Goods
Provide GEBE social relief to citizens in need

“The elderly and vulnerable are the foundation our community is built on. The elderly has worked hard for what we
now take for granted. By taking care of our elders, we can pave the way for how we too will be cared for as seniors.
Taking care of those less privileged, the special needs groups and the low-income earners allows us to live in a happier
and healthier community. We should do all that we can to accommodate and make the lives of our residents as
comfortable as possible.”
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BUILDING AN ADVANCED INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
ARENA
NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
“Technology is best when it brings people together.” – Matt Mullenweg

1. Implement and Enforce Necessary Legislation and Policy
●

Assess transportation tariff

2. Improve Maritime and Airport Facilities, Services and Safety to Strengthen the Hub Position of Sint
Maarten
●
●
●
●
●
●

Review and revise Airport master plan
Strive to meet the requirements of FAA ISAA Category 1
A closed Civil Aviation Registry
Enhance SXM Airport as number one aviation hub of the Caribbean
A closed Maritime Registry focused on the promotion of regulation within the growing Maritime industry
Research possibilities with the aim to attain a National Carrier that serves regional and international
destinations based on our strategic position

3. Reactivate the Transportation Committee
4. Improve Telecommunication Quality in collaboration with Bureau Telecommunication and Post
●
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Improve internet connectivity of the Island

●
●
●
●

Reduce cost of services to the consumer
Stimulate mobile network evolution to 4G
Regulate the cost of connectivity
Facilitate high speed internet for medical institutions and schools

5. Parking Facilities
●
●

Establish a taxi dispatch area in Philipsburg
Realize two paid parking facilities in Philipsburg

6. Improve Mobility
●
●
●
●
●
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Regulate island-wide access to public transportation
Realization of a dispatch center for bus
Promote public-private partnership for the improvement of bus service to the public
Improve infrastructure to promote safety and accessibility for road users, pedestrians and persons in
wheelchair
Assess innovative ways to diversify the transportation system

STIMULATING SUSTAINED ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH LABOR
“A person who feels appreciated will always do more than what is expected.” - Anonymous

1. Implement Labor Legislation and Policy
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Finalize the National Ordinance to stop the abuse of short-term labor agreements
Make the Labor Law more flexible
Review the minimum wage
Enforce Labor inspection policies
Enforce policy on adult entertainment
Finalize legislation for the Youth Employment Fund, and execute the Youth Employment Fund Program
Enact legislation for protection and sustainability of Small Businesses

2. Fulfill Labor Needs through Education
●
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Conduct periodic research, and promote collaboration between the labor, education and immigration
departments for a needs assessment of our labor market, and adjust our education and job training programs
to meet our labor needs

●
●

Foster collaboration between the Labor and Education departments to improve the facilitation of employment
for educated persons
Maintain a database that links our business community with professionals and students residing and/or
studying locally and abroad

3. Facilitate the Creation of Employment Opportunities
●
●
●
●

Provide beginner, intermediate and advanced skills training to create long-term decent paying jobs
Provide opportunities for continuing education to train and re-educate the labor market, and offer Second
Chance education opportunities
Strengthen competencies and mentoring of staff to ensure the delivery of the services and products
Provide tax incentives for businesses willing to hire and train the registered unemployed

NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH THE ECONOMY & TOURISM
“A strong economy begins with a strong, well-educated workforce.” – Bill Owens

1. Facilitate Small-Medium Enterprise Development
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create a conducive investment climate for foreign investors
Provide efficient access to data for businesses
Stimulate the use of innovation and ICT in business
Simplify procedures of doing business
Stimulating and facilitating “green businesses”
Optimize cooperation with the Chamber of Commerce
Fight to protect and grow small local businesses by offering tax incentives and government assistance

2. Stimulate Agricultural Initiatives
●
●
●
●
●
●

Review the Government’s organizational structure to include agriculture and fisheries
Support development of a small agricultural station
Raise awareness of possibilities and benefits of agriculture
Draft policies to assist with locally grown produce and the marketing and distribution thereof
Introduce a Home Gardening program for a healthy and affordable lifestyle
Promote the growth of aqua and hydroponics plants

3. Implement New Legislations and Policies that Advance the Economy and Tourism Sectors
●
●
●
●
●
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Review timeshare legislation
Stimulate and regulate E-Zone Commerce
Regulate and enforce the financial and banking regulations
Finalize Competition Authority Legislation and Consumer Protection Law
Enforce Laws and manage the registration, monitoring and control of Intellectual Properties, copyrights,
patents etc.

●

Regulate agriculture and fisheries legislation

4. Expand the Tourism Footprint
●
●
●
●
●
●

Establish the Sint Maarten Tourism Authority (STA)
Draft an economic development plan with tourism as key pillar
Ensure the proper implementation of a Tourism Statistical Information System
Identify niche markets and promote Sports tourism, Cultural- & Eco-tourism, Edu-tourism, Medical tourism,
Volunteerism and Entertainment tourism
Stimulate the growth of the marine industry
Expand our market base to Latin America and other regions, as well as attracting more Caribbean visitors by
offering specials in cooperation with hotels and guesthouses

5. Regulate, manage and ensure the wellbeing of the island's animal population through cooperation with
relevant stakeholders responsible for animal welfare and management.
●
●

Establish Consumer Protection Bureau
Establish and implement policy and processes synchronization and automation of processes

6. Improve quality of services to the public
7. Establish a National Lottery for Sint Maarten

“National Alliance wants Sint Maarten to prosper. Our island, our people, and our culture place us at the forefront of
Caribbean travel destinations. To maintain our position in the growing region we will take measures to strengthen our
economy. It is our vision to continually improve our hospitality and tourism industry through diversification and
extension of the season, but also through the stimulation of new and innovative pillars.”
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PROTECTING THE COUNTRY’S ECOSYSTEMS AND PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
“Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land.” – Aldo Leopold

1. Champion Responsible Management of the Environment
●
●
●
●

Improve waste management using available best practices
Introduce garbage sorting at the source in homes and businesses
Commission a Task Force to address matters related to climate change
Organize public awareness programs on waste management challenges and the need for sound management

2. Stimulate and Support Clean, Renewable and Affordable Energy and Water Management Infrastructure
and Initiatives
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Promote the use of Green Energy Production of Electricity and Smart Water Consumption
Grant concessions to companies willing to invest in wind, solar and wave energy in Sint Maarten and sell this to
GEBE
Stimulate the use of Green Energy at all government owned buildings, sport facilities and schools
Place solar panels at parking locations to protect parked cars and provide power to the GEBE grid
Implement water saving techniques at all government facilities, schools and sports facilities
Implement a revised Energy Policy Plan

●
●
●
●
●
●

Approve legislation for the Energy-Buy-Back policy
Amend the electricity concession
Support the use of solar hot water heating systems and solar panels for homes, schools, businesses and public
buildings
Investigate the possibilities of partnering with neighboring islands where generation and distribution of
renewable energy is concerned
Further investigate the possibilities of the use of Wind Turbine Technology on Sint Maarten
Work together with investors and environmental protection organizations to implement renewable energy and
clean water systems

3. Identify a Site for the Creation of a Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Reserve
●
●
●

Diversify our Economy via the promotion of Culture, Agriculture and Nature related businesses
Promote Eco-Tourism on Sint Maarten
Preserve the natural environment through awareness campaigns, ordinances, laws and policies, and
enforcement

4. Implement Various Energy Legislations and Policies
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Introduce new VROMI Ordinance
Finalize and implement the Environmental and Nature Policy plans
Introduce Recycle and Reuse Ordinance and finalize Legislation on Plastic Bags
Draft, implement and enforce a Beach Protection Ordinance
Complete the zoning project
Establish, expand and support marine protected areas, land-based and wetland protected areas
Increase enforcement of and adherence to existing policies and ordinances on Sewage and Waste Management

5. Promote Public/Private Partnerships to Safeguard Our Environment
●
●
●

Regulate animal welfare and management
Construct a sewage plant in Cole Bay
Build a fuel farm

“The environment of our island doesn’t only reflect how we live, but also contributes to our well-being, health and
increases our life span. We all deserve to be able to live a healthy lifestyle in a clean environment! The implementation,
use and access of renewable energy, and reduction of the waste hill in Philipsburg are issues at the forefront of the
health of our island as well as our individual well-being.”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE WITH THE INFRASTRUCTURE
“Innovation is a conviction that things could be better.” - Rapelang Rabana

1. Update and Realize the Execution of the Comprehensive Road Network Plan
●
●
●
●
●

Implement the Comprehensive Road Network Plan to open-up and connect all districts and neighborhoods
Realize Dutch Quarter (co-financing), commitment 10th EDF and upgrade of the A.T Illidge Road - D.Q. Phase
One
Resurface all major roadways, instead of constant patching
Conduct structural maintenance on main roads
Continue with the hard surfacing of dirt roads

2. Introduce Proper Management of Water Drainage
●
●
●
●
●

Build water catchments to alleviate flooding in vulnerable areas
Secure proper drainage in hillside areas
Ensure hard surfacing of trenches
Pave additional dirt roads
Connect water waste from homes to central sewage systems

3. Develop the Infrastructure of the Simpson Bay Strip
4. Expansion of the Sewage Network
●
●
●
●

Initiate drafting a Master Plan for sewage management
Construct additional sewage plants
Connect remaining neighborhoods to develop a public sewage system
Work together with property owners to clean up areas with sewage, running water and garbage disposal
challenges

5. Proper Management of Cemeteries
●
●
●
●

Purchase land for a cemetery
Properly maintain public cemeteries
Restore and renovate Cul-de-Sac historic cemetery wall
Increase the cemetery vaults

“Investing in a country’s infrastructure is not a luxury but a necessity to life. Proper sewage, drainage, public roads,
telecommunication network and buildings are vital for sustainable living but also for economic growth, jobs and
access to services. In 2012 National Alliance started with the execution of the Comprehensive Road Network Plan,
which lays out all the required links for a proper flow of traffic, but also contains the structural work and maintenance
required of our road network. In 2016 projects related to the sewage and upgrading of the parking facilities were
started. In order to move forward with the necessary infrastructure for Sint Maarten more needs to be done.”
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RUNNING AN EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT
NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN FINANCE
“The longer you’re not taking action the more money you’re losing.” – Carrie Wilkerson

1. Invest in the Tax Office to Achieve Greater Efficiency
● Invest in housing (office spaces), training, staff and Information Technology
● Fill critical vacancies to enhance services to be rendered
● Introduce online filing and other online services
● Improve communication between tax office and tax payer
2. Improve Tax Compliance
●
●
●
●

Integrate the Tax Inspectorate and Receivers Office, providing better (online) services
Improve the ICT system of the Tax Inspectorate and Receivers Office
Automate the process of procuring permits and licenses for all ministries
Improve the collections of taxes and social security contributions

3. Review Fiscal Policy
●
●
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Execute the framework approved by Council of Ministers on tax reform to lower Income Tax and Profit Tax, and
shift to more indirect taxes, broadening the tax base
Simplify the tax system

●
●
●
●
●

Propose tax incentives for the small and medium sized enterprises (SME) sector
Stimulate home ownership via tax incentives
Introduce measures to improve the liquidity position of Government
Regain control of appointments of board members and management of financial organization
Improve operations efficiency in Government Owned Companies and foundations

4. Implement Income Generating Measures
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improve collection of study finance debt
Regulate garbage collection fees
Introduce a sewage collection levy
Raise revenue on signs pollution
Index casino fees
Introduce a driver’s permit fee and environment impact fee for visitors to the island

5. Reduce Government Expenditures
●
●
●

Reduce phone cost and cost of government vehicles
Amend the bidding process to secure best price for government projects
Promote small businesses’ ability to offer services to government

6. Improve the Functioning of the Local Branch of the Central Bank of Curacao and Sint Maarten

“One of the objectives of the always-progressive National Alliance is to review the fiscal policy and the stimulation of
the Small Business sector in Sint Maarten. Government revenues must increase structurally, and compliance must
improve. The reigning tax system must be reformed in a manner that is fair to all and efficient, to generate sufficient
revenue to cover government expenditures.”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN JUSTICE
“Justice is the sum of all moral duty.” – William Goodwin

1. Improve the Operational Management of the Ministry of Justice
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improve the efficiency in the Justice chain
Implement ordinances and policies within the Justice chain
Further strengthening of the National Detective Agency
Increase capacity to investigate, conduct surveillance, prevent, detect and solve crimes in accordance with the
Plan of Approach
Improve the automatization of services within the ministry of justice
Address shortages of staff at the prison and police department
Improve the functioning of the Probation Office, Foundation Judicial Institutes Sint Maarten (SJIS) and the Court
of Guardianships for maximum efficiency
Review the Voluntary Police Corps VKS to meet our current needs
Strengthen the Police Force, Prison, and Immigration and Customs departments

2. Improve Immigration Services
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increase Border Control on land and sea
Acquire container scanners for the control of goods by Customs, in collaboration with the Harbor
Acquire scanners for the cargo sections at the airport to combat the import of illicit goods, in collaboration with
SXM Airport
Review Caribbean Visa Policy
Strengthen cooperation between Customs and Immigration, and Border Control
Finalize the implementation of fully automated border control system (kiosk, e-gates) to identify international
security threats
Combat illegal immigration and regulate humane immigration
Promote USA pre-clearance

3. Reintegrate P&O Justice into General P&O Department of Government
4. Upgrade and Expand Justice, Safety and Security Facilities to Meet International Standards
●
●
●
●

Finalize the Youth Detention and Rehabilitation Facility for youth offenders
Finalize the upgrade and expansion Point Blanche prison to meet international standards
Continue improvement of the House of Detention
Improve the Justice Academy

5. Establish a Special Victims Unit
6. Establish a Military Academy
●

Establish a military-style institution providing education to troubled or abused males/females ranging in age from
11 to 18 years

7. Introduce Small Claims Court
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN PUBLIC SERVICES
“Quality is not an act, it is a habit.” – Aristotle

1. Finalize the Move to the New Government Administration Building
●
●
●

Establish parking facilities at the new Government Administration Building
New building for Civil Registry
Construction of a new Parliament Building

2. Provide Quality Government Service through Increased Efficiency and Effectiveness
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Introduce a national ID number for all citizens and strengthen security functions for Drivers Licenses and IDcards
Promote awareness of public domain information regarding rights, privileges and relevant laws, and the
services government provides
Further improve the efficiency of the Public Service Center Institute and promote innovation, including
automation, within government
Foster a service-minded mentality within Civil Servants
Develop and stimulate the use of innovative methods and projects to improve and strengthen Public Service (eGovernment)
Focus on the targets and objectives of the Millennium Development Goals, and execute the associated
recommendations of relevant government commissioned work groups
Establish a comprehensive Geographic Information System

3. Informing the Public through Use of Media
●
●
●

Complete the national radio and television station
Utilize social media to optimize communication
Promote public awareness and usage of the different media channels that government utilizes to communicate

4. Upgrade Fire Department Facilities and Equipment

“There is no reason for government services to be less effective and efficient than private-sector services. Citizens
rightfully expect more and more from Civil Servants. Government will need to educate and equip its staff to better
offer the desired level of service.”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN KINGDOM & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND
FOREIGN RELATIONS
“The matter intenational relations is very subtle and exisite.” – Vladimir Zhirinovsky

1. Develop Closer Ties with Saint Martin
●
●
●
●

Pursue new bilateral projects with Saint Martin in the areas of agriculture, education, culture, youth, sports and
tourism
Resolve existing cross-border issues related to data exchange, vehicle registration, regulation of public
transportation and labor border
Ensure safety and security of all citizens through structured cooperation with all law enforcement officials on
both sides of the island
Finalize land demarcation border

2. Establish Smart Partnerships between Sint Maarten and International Associates
●
●
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Meet the human rights obligations enshrined in the various international instruments by submitting the
necessary human rights reports and implement the recommendations from the Commission on Human Rights
Ensure effective implementation of the Convention of Vienna on Consular Relations by proceedings with
legislative changes to the law on ID-cards

●

Prioritize treaties such as the “Law on the Transfer of the Enforcement of Criminal Judgments”, Investment
Protection Agreements (IPAs), Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA) and Convention for the avoidance
of double taxation (DTA)

3. Promote Regional Cooperation
●
●
●
●

Secure Associate membership in CARICOM as it promises to be a formidable regional platform for Sint Maarten
Continue to participate in the programs of the Association of Caribbean States (ACS) and Economic
Commission of Latin America and Caribbean (ECLAC)
Give more attention to the coordination and management of EU projects by exploring possibilities in attaining
funding from other EU programs
As RAO, strengthen cooperation with EU representatives in the region and with representatives in other
Overseas Caribbean Countries or Territories and/or Outermost Regions in an effort to successfully implement
11th EDF Caribbean regional program

“Strengthening our Foreign Policy, not only to comply with foreign expectations, but moreover to create local
opportunities. Sint Maarten enjoys very good relations with various countries due to historic and geographical ties.
Going forward we must ensure these relations lead to more benefits for the Sint Maarten citizen.”
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NA WILL BE PROGRESSIVE IN GOOD GOVERNANCE
“Fighting corruption is not just good governance. It’s self-defence. It’s Patriotism.” – Joe Biden

1. Finalize the Electoral Reform including the Process of Enabling Students Abroad to Vote
● Conduct a survey to get the public’s opinion
● Lobby to introduce Double-Ballot system (vote for Members of Parliament and Ministers separately on one
ballot) or other option offering true separation of powers
● Include burden of proof to be able to send home Government or individual Minister with a vote of no confidence
2. Address Integrity and Transparency in Government
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improve the legislative capacity and process within Government
Promote the effectiveness and transparency within Parliament
Promote transparency within Government
Continue with the execution of the recommendations to improve integrity through the Integrity Bureau
Implement a Whistle-Blower Policy
Conduct Integrity and Good Governance trainings for all Civil Servants and NGO’s, Parliament and Ministers

3. Review Relevant Legislation and Policy
●
●

Review and enforce policy on government owned and operated vehicles
Review all organic laws

4. Further improve the Functioning of the Cabinet of the Minister Plenipotentiary

“Good governance is not a buzz-word; it must be a guiding principle for anyone who represents the public interest.
Integrity and transparency must be addressed and enforced at all levels of government. National Alliance recognizes
and is committed to upholding these principles.”
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